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Dear  Reader,

The Liverpool-concert was about memories...
Paul had his own 'bubbles' and he brought his audience back to Early times on the long-distance track.
For me, it was a pleasure to watch the audience. I could fit inn..., even without those desires for previous 
life-styles.  Wanted to be there 'to rebalance myself'. 
In Holland life is só fake.... Glitter, glamour & lies is the best you can get.   

The Independency-concert is about 'the movement from War into Love'.
You are supposed to stepp onto a new timeline... 
Gods & Goddesses guide you through misery and bring you into a better World, but only if you give them 
a chance... And you have to do something for it yourself! 
You can't sit down - watch the news - and hope for better times to arrive. 
If you choose  'the lazy exit', its the wrong choice for Peace. In fact you expand wars.
...And even cut yourself short on Love in close relationships...

I have never been in Ukraïne.
The only possitive thought I have is:
'Be glad you are not a ful EU-member or any other member. 
ICC is build for 100% racism, not for Peace...and certainly not for Love. Employees of ICC are installed 
by the UN & EU.   Now I prove that those employees are guilty of war-crimes themselves, UN & EU walk 
away from this truth...and continue to increase wars on personal titles. 
Dmitri Medvedev is right in this one!     European-parliaments shall increase the amount of wars, to 
prevent that individuals - like me -  create Justice and some Love.  Be glad you are not a part if these 
crimes against humanity on this large scale; you still have a choice for Peace to make...'.  

Make that choice! To be 'a member of something'  is completely irrelevant!
Memberships in itself are a waste to time. 

I don't know if I can watch the Independecy-concert at tv...
Goddess of Wishes is with you.  She can bring you on the long-distance track to Wisdom, on the 
condition that you start to THINK & BEHAVE  independently.

Have a compfortable zooming experience,
desiree stokkel 
donkerelaan 39 
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland      
+31 23 5279457
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